Outcomes of the Digital Student project (study and consultation)

Final version of report from the initial study: *Students' expectations and experiences of the digital environment at University* (Executive summary and full version online)
Final version of schools report: *Incoming expectations of the digital environment formed at school*

All slides from the consultation events, with recordings where available

Updated guidelines for institutions in six key areas

Materials for staff/organisational development:
- ‘Listen to students’ – posters for comment and reuse.
- ‘Enhancing the digital student experience’ – cards for comment and reuse
- ‘Digital experiences in the curriculum’ – cards for a variety of staff development activities
- ‘Postcards from the future’ – five (near) future scenarios for strategic planning

Edited and captioned compilation of student interviews from the original study

Video footage from consultation events:
- [Interview (Dave White and Helen Beetham)](https://example.com) from the ELESIG symposium, March 2014
- [full presentation (Helen Beetham)](https://example.com) from Jisc Learning and Teaching Experts' meeting, May 2014

Report on the NSS survey cites our study, suggests changes to question set reflecting our outcomes: see pp35-36, notes #40-42

Substantive work on the new UCISA biannual 'digital capabilities' survey:
- [New survey available](https://example.com) 1 August 2014

Blog posts
- Nearly 30 posts on the dedicated Digital Student blog with reports and outcomes from the consultation events
- [Post about the project on Jisc blog](https://example.com)
- [Post about the schools report on the Jisc blog](https://example.com)
- Article for ALT newsletter *A supportive environment for digital literacy development*

Conference papers:
- [Slides from HEA conference](https://example.com) (July 2014)
- [Slides from APT (Greenwich) conference](https://example.com) (July 2014)
- [Slides from ALT-C conference](https://example.com) (September 2014)

Ideas collected from participants about 'what one thing' institutions should do to enhance the student digital experience:
- [padlet](https://example.com)
- outcomes of ‘what one thing?’ exercise at final consultation event
- outcomes of ‘what one thing?’ at Alt-C

Multiple exchanges and amplification of events via twitter hashtag #digitalstudent.